THANK YOU
WE THANK OUR FRIENDS WHO INVESTED $1,000 OR MORE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR 2017. THE SUSTAINABILITY OF OUR CHARITY HANGS ON DONORS LIKE YOU.

Below is the list of donors in alphabetical order by name of donor.

GREAT FUTURES START HERE.

OPENING DOORS OF OPPORTUNITY

KEY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS WE’VE UNLOCKED

CORPORATIONS

FOUNDATIONS

ORGANIZATIONS

IN INDIVIDUALS

YOUR DONATION HAS GUARANTEED IMPACT IN THE LIVES OF A DEVELOPING YOUNG PERSON.

DONATE TODAY

AT WWW.BGCSC.org/DONATE

GREAT FUTURES START HERE.

GREAT FUTURES START HERE.
UNLOCKING POTENTIAL

Our blue doors provide over 11,000 youth annually a safe and enriching place to go when school is out. We’ve maintained and created new doors of opportunity for the kids, teens, families, and community members of Coastal North County, San Diego to step through for over 62 years.

KEY IMPACT MOMENTS

11,288 KIDS & TEENS were impacted through all of our programs combined - 4% INCREASE FROM 2016

8,000 SWIM LESSONS were taught at our Poway Aquatics Center

$560,021 IN SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID was awarded in 2017

1,300 HOURS of homework help, tutoring and high-impact learning activities completed through our Power Hour/Academic Success program

375+ KIDS & TEENS went through our locally developed academy-like program called the C.A.R.T.

1,325 KIDS & TEENS attended the Club daily on average to receive academic and enrichment programming at our Centers for Healthy Youth, Menchaca School, and Tech Arts Academy.

2017 YOUTH OF THE YEAR

JOSE BECERRA

"The Club has given me the opportunity to experience so many firsts. My first bike, first pair of shoes, first soccer ball, first Christmas, first pair of cleats, and the first place that I call my second home."

FINANCIALS

REVENUE

PROGRAM FEES $466,147
CONTRIBUTIONS $307,558
GRAINETS $278,414
RENTALS $283,978
SPECIAL EVENTS $645,594
OTHER $32,384
TOTAL $6,684,470

EXPENSES

PROGRAM SERVICES $3,329,776
MANAGEMENT GENERAL $634,774
FUNDRAISING $320,183
SPECIAL EVENTS $221,555
TOTAL $4,505,188

Financial and donor reporting is based on Jan 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017.

Every community member holds the key to unlocking the limitless potential of our local boys and girls.

Together, we can continue to provide these much needed safe places and programs for youth to attend and thrive after school.

Make a Donation

TO MAKE A DONATION, PLEASE VISIT RECENSANDERQUITO.CA

TAXID: 95-1411345

INSIDE OUR BLUE DOORS...

KIDS AND TEENS IN OUR AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM PARTICIPATE IN ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES to build lasting skill and foundation.

NATIONAL YOUTH SPORTS

College Night
Keynote Speaker/Lectures
Field Trip to Microsoft
Youth Volunteer 4 Youth
Money Matters
Tech Lab Time

KIDS AND TEENS EXPLORE THEIR FUTURES AND WE HELP THEM BUILD IT.